KUTOL PRODUCTS COMPANY relaunches its nonindustrial skin care products under one brand name—Health Guard by Kutol. This transition affects all of Kutol’s general purpose hand soaps, antibacterial hand soaps, alcohol and nonalcohol hand sanitizers, hair and body washes, and specialty skin care products under its complete line of wall-mount, counter-mount, and portable dispensing options. Since 1912, Kutol Products Company has enjoyed an excellent reputation for providing quality hand soaps, hand sanitizers, and soap dispensing systems for commercial use. Kutol offers hand hygiene products for every need, and dispensing systems that stand up under the heaviest usage. For additional detailed information on Kutol Products visit www.kutol.com.

JET-VAC TECHNOLOGIES ejector-based vacuum chillers can deliver the required quantity of chilled water for efficient process operations. From ambient to just above freezing temperatures, JET-VAC ejector-based vacuum chillers can deliver during hot seasons, when cooling loads and inlet water temperatures decrease. JET-VAC chillers can reliably cool water from conventional cooling towers and other sources. They can use low-pressure steam to achieve required chilling temperatures year-round, and have numerous industrial applications for processing liquids, solids, and heat-sensitive materials. For more information about JET-VAC Technologies visit www.jetvactechnologies.com/product/steam-jet-chillers.

EXTECH INSTRUMENTS announces the launch of the MA44x series of 400-A clamp meters. The three meters offer comprehensive multimeter functions and a built-in, noncontact AC voltage (NCV) detector to meet the exacting needs of electrical contractors and HVAC/R technicians. Complementing the existing clamp meter lineup, the meters in the new series are all equipped with the fundamentals. The MA440 measures AC current up to 400 A, DC and AC voltage up to 600 V, as well as resistance, capacitance, and frequency. The MA443 adds true RMS (root mean square) measurement, for the accurate reading of nonsinusoidal waveforms and thermocouple temperature measurement. In addition to these, the MA445 measures DC current up to 400 A, which makes it the ideal clamp meter for professional residential and commercial applications such as automotive, heavy equipment, and marine DC current measurements. All three models are rated CAT III 600 V. For more information visit Extech Instruments online at www.extech.com.

OLDCASTLE APG’s Echelon brand introduces Aria Slim Stone full-depth veneers, which deliver a distinctive, modern aesthetic, increased durability, and reduced installation time. Available in five colors and four finishes, Aria Slim Stone will help elevate any structure’s aesthetic appeal. The diverse color pallet of Aria Slim Stone features Alabaster, Graphite, Limestone, and Buff. Aria Slim also offers a comprehensive range of finishes from smooth to shot blast. With contrasting colors and a range of textures, Aria Slim Stone beautifully complements mixed-material designs to deliver a timeless, contemporary look. The premium design of Aria Slim Stone offers flexibility for interior and exterior installation and features a unique, linear profile enabling application of the same veneer both on facades and in corners. Its versatility and workability come from the sleek, exclusive, 36-in.-long veneer design. The longer dimension also offers a solution to the labor shortage by reducing installation time, while a full 35/8-in. bed depth enhances durability. For more information on Oldcastle APG visit www.EchelonMasonry.com.
SPECIFIED TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED, also known as STI Firestop, announces E-Wrap Endothermic Wrap, which provides fire protection for a building’s critical circuits and infrastructure, such as fire pumps, signaling equipment, elevators, alarms, process control equipment, or Emergency Responder Communications Enhancement Systems (ERCES). A supple, protective wrap that is installed around conduit or cable trays, E-Wrap provides up to 2 hours of circuit integrity, ensuring continued operation under fire conditions. Tested to ASTM 1725 for circuit integrity, E-Wrap Endothermic Wrap releases chemically bound water under fire conditions, providing a cooling effect. It may be used to achieve equal F&T (float and thermostatic) ratings on penetration firestop systems. For more information, please visit Specified Technologies Incorporated at https://www.stifiresstop.com/products/e-wrap.

HOSPECO, maker of disposable gloves and other protective products, adds high-visibility neon green to its ProWorks Pyramid Grip nitrile glove assortment, known for its combination of protection, dexterity, and grip. The deeply textured diamond pattern on the palm, fingers, and back offers superior gripping power in wet and dry applications. This heavyweight barrier glove combines 8.5-ml palms with 9-ml fingers to deliver protection where the wearer needs it most, and the cuff slims to 5-ml for comfort. In addition to high-visibility neon green, Pyramid Grip is available in high-visibility orange and stain-concealing black. The extra thickness built into the high-wear areas gives staff the barrier protection needed to confidently attack hot zones where hygiene is most desirable. Pyramid Grip is also ideal for wet-grip foodservice applications and janitorial scrubbing, affording the wearer a defense against contaminants and chemicals while still allowing a tight hold on critical parts, components, utensils, or tools. Additional information about HOSPECO can be found at www.hospeco.com.

New Products listings are provided by the manufacturers and suppliers and selected by the editors for variety and innovation. For more information or to submit a New Products listing, email Gerry Van Treeck at gvtgvt@earthlink.net.
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